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MoneySlinger Quick Start Guide
So why should I take the time and effort to do this?
Because you want to manage your entire household finances
using the same 4 figures, 1 calculation, only twice a month.
Why averaging? The reason we’re averaging, is because averaging directly addresses the problem of money
management, that’s NEVER addressed, that makes it so complicated and time consuming in the first place.
That problem is variablilty. Months, weeks, days, figures, amounts, due dates, income and outgoing
schedules...they’re all forever out of sync, for a myriad of reasons, making your cashflow always complicated,
and never the same. This makes the job of managing your money, complicated, and never the same.
Moneyslinger’s objective is to make it all the same, all the time.
By averaging income and expenses, MoneySlinger allows you to move your money mangement focus up and
out above the trees, through the random chaos, to see the forest, that can now be easily manipulated by
managing only 4 fixed, semi-monthly figures each month. Far easier than managing each income and expense
figure–and time schedule, individually. We can do this in part by using dedicated bank accounts, as a
“container” that contains our variability. In there you will maintain an “average volume” of expenses.
We “neutralize” the variability of each individual expense, by the opposing variability of another in the same
account. When one expense goes up one month, another expense goes down inside that same account. It’s
suprising how effective this is. This allows you to deposit the very same “average figure”, on your very same
“average schedule”, while your bank account absorbs all the variability inside the account, month to month.
When you make the very same “average deposit”, on the very same semi-monthly “average
schedule” you’re essentially paying ALL your bills, all at one time–with virtually no calculation.
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OK, so what’s my first objective?
Your first task at hand, is to “average” all income and expense figures, as
well as all cashflow time schedules, into a semi-monthly, repeating routine.
1. Sign up for a Free Trial MoneySlinger account. It will open on a Budget Worksheet. The Budget
Worksheet is your primary worksheet.
2. Save a copy of the Demo Budget that comes by default with MoneySlinger (to preserve it) by
choosing File/Save Budget As.../
Enter a new budget name (you can change it later). This makes an entire copy of the Demo Budget,
leaving the original Demo Budget in place for
reference if you need it. If you don’t want to start from
the Demo Budget, just choose to create a New
Budget in the File menu instead.
4. Delete old tracking data. If you copied the Demo
Budget to start with, note that all tracking data copied
over as well on the Tracking Worksheets, which you
don’t need for your new budget. Choose File/Clear
All Tracking, to delete all data on the Tracking
Worksheets. Your Budget Worksheet will not be
effected. What you just did above, is what you’ll do at each years end: make a copy of the ending years
budget, then delete last years tracking data in it, adjust any budget figures as needed, and your set to
begin the next year.
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Roughing in Your MoneySlinger Budget Worksheet
The objective on the Budget Worksheet, is
to forcast your income and expenses for
the year (it makes no difference here if
you’re starting mid year). You’ll see that
MoneySlinger will be subracting your total
expenses from your total income.
Regardless of what column you enter your
figures, MoneySlinger’s job is to
automatically average your figures into the
Semi-Monthly column, that will determine
your One Average Income Figure and
your Three Semi-Monthly Deposits
(note semi-monthly is not the same as
every two weeks).
NOTE: It’s best when starting, to
underestimate your income, and over
estimate your expenses (if unsure). This can
easily be adjusted through the year as you
see your “actual” figures coming in, and
cause far less headaches down the line
than if you do the opposite.
NOTE: Right click on any row to add/delete
rows. (if no right click mouse on your Mac, hold down the “Control” key and click on a row). Rows within each
color module can be moved up or down by grabbing the far left handle of each row.

1. GREEN INCOME Enter your estimated income in any field. Choose what income schedule you
“Receive” your income on from the dropdown. Note that Weekly/Bi-Weekly will subtract an amount on
the Extra Paychecks line below. Click on the “What is This?” link for a full explanation. In short, this is to
adjust the amount you’ll actually have in hand, on a semi-monthly basis, if paid on either or these
schedules. We add an extra income row and label it as Extra Weekly/Bi-Weekly Income, to catch this
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and any other extra icome you may recieve. Choosing either of
the “Monthly” schedules, will place a single income row in
either half on your Income & Deposits Tracking Worksheet.
2. FIXED BLUE EXPENSES This is your primary expense
account and most important account. Enter all your “must
have” primary expenses here, that are any expenses you must
have money for, or, must track, that are not long term savings
type items. This will determine a final semi-monthly deposit
figure, you’ll make into your real, dedicated BLUE bank account.
AP (autopay) is simply a tag for reference here, that shows up
as well on your Fixed Blue Tracking Worksheet.

DUE is the “actual” due date for the expense, that shows up as
well on your Fixed Blue Tracking Worksheet.
SESSION choice, will determine which session this expense
will show up on your Fixed Blue Tracking Worksheet.
3. FLEXIBLE RED EXPENSES These are your everyday,
dicretionary expenses. This money is itemized here strictly for
convenience, to help determine a total estimated expense figure.
These Flexible Red Expense items are not tracked seperately so you won’t find a Red Tracking
Worksheet. The deposit for this Red account is deposited into a real, separate, dedicated bank account,
away from your primary Blue deposits. Since it’s a dedicated, discretionary account, and all your primary
expenses are accounted for in your other two bank account, the Red account is managed simply by
tracking the balance in the account, relative to your semi-monthly cashflow schedule, when at that time,
is will be replenished again with your predetermined Red deposit figure.
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4. MISCELLANEOUS GOLD SAVINGS Enter longer term saving expenses here. A Gold deposit is
determined and made as well to its own dedicated bank account (savings or checking account).
5. BALANCE After entering all your income and expense figures, manipulate your figures as necessary to
reach a near zero balance at the bottom of worksheet. Note that a small positive balance (unallocated
income) at the bottom is fine. It can be determined at time of each session, were to allocate any and all
“extra” income. If not allocated at each Session, it will be deposited by default into a line item called
Surplus Income in your Miscellaneous Gold Savings.

Yes, You’ll Need 3, “Real”, Dedicated Bank Accounts
Now you may think that this is going to take more time and trouble; to manage three bank
accounts instead one (2 checking and 1 saving), but quite the opposite is true in this case.
MoneySlinger does not use bank accounts like you’re used to using them, and it is absolutely
critical we separate your Flexible Red discretionary money from your Fixed Blue primary
money, as well as your shorter term savings, to reach your goal of 4 figures/1 calculation/2
times per month money management routine.
Yes, setting up extra accounts is a pain, but once done, you’ll find order where there was
never order before, making these accounts far easier to maintain than what you’re used to
now. What’s ever left of your random financial chaos, will now be “contained” to the smaller
Red and less “critical” account. Note too it’s best to set up accounts at the same bank so
you can move money electronically between accounts immediately during your money
management sessions, and no, MoneySlinger does not login to your bank accounts. You
simply log into your own banks website directly if need be.
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My budget is roughed in, I’ve got my 4 figures, now what?
Now that you’ve consolidated, averaged and balanced your
estimated cashflow for the upcoming year, it’s time to determine your
semi-monthly money management Session Schedule.
What may sound very strange to you at this time, because you most likely don’t believe you can, is regardless
of who or when someone pays you, or pays your spouse, or how random or variable your income may be, you
can and will be paying yourself, on your own semi-monthly schedule (two times per month).
This is to say, when you’re fully up to speed with MoneySlinger, you’ll be holding all your income and expenses
and associated financial management activitites, until each scheduled Session. How can this happen?
This is possible because each Session sets you up financially, until the next session. This is not to
say you can’t do anyting outside this schedule, only that there will rarely be any need to, and you most likely
would prefer not to, if you didn’t need to, right? With that said, sometimes you may need to, at least when
starting up. MoneySlinger is very flexible in that way.
What’s most critical, is depositing your average semi-monthly deposits, so each month you’re total average
deposit amounts are consistent and regular, to regularly supply your three dedicated bank accounts.
Also, keep in mind, the process of manipulating your cashflow into a steady, semi-monthly average routine;
taking it from chaos and randomness to order and control, happens in phases, that at first may seem sloppy,
but with each Session, gets more and more orderly and precise, that each time becomes less and less work to
manage, that will become the “finger snap” mentioned. Remember, this is why you’re doing all this.

Determining Your Semi-Monthly Session Dates
Your two Semi-Monthly Session Dates are determined primarily by first grouping your Blue
expenses into two groups -- the ones you have to pay at the beginning of the month, and the
second half of the month. These two groups are the expenses you’ll pay in your 1st Session, and then the
2nd Session.
It helps to use a calendar, to mark the due date for each expense in a month, then figure the number of days
before the due date, that you would normally have that bill in hand, so you are able to pay it. This reveals a
window of time for each expense. Completing this will allow you see where certain date ranges overlap. This
will help you zero in on the best Session date when you’ll have most expenses in hand for each group, so you
can manage the bulk of them at one time.
Note that your Session dates should also be 15 or so days apart keeping in mind that 14 days is a two week
payment schedule if you’re paid every two weeks, so you may have one “ideal” Session date and the oither 15
days laster is not as ideal.
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But again, having a steady semi-monthly income/
deposit schedule on these dates is most important, as
you can pay/track bills at any time out of the blue account
through the month. It’s just that we’re operating at a far higher
efficiency standard and would rather do it all at time, yes?
So note there most likely will be a few staggler expenses that
don’t ideally fit into either Session date exactly...that are either
too late or too early, so not to worry, just pay/track them when
they come in for now as they are still already accounted for.
You can do to fix these stragglers by converting them to
autopay once you get into the groove. But that comes later
when you really start getting lazy.
Keep in mind you can do autopay or pay manually at any time
with complete confidence, as you’ll have money for all your
expenses, with virtually no calculation, because you’ve
precalculated and are essentially prepaying all your expenses
with a single depositl! If an expense is autopayed, say a week
before your regular Session, when you log it in your Tracking
Worksheet on that next Session, you’ll see that you’ll need to
add that figure for that Session. It’s brainless.
Keep in mind too, you’re not locked into these Session date as
if your entire budget system will fall apart if you fail to meet the
exact Session date...quite the opposite is true. If your Session
date falls on a Friday on a particular month....you can wait, say,
until Sunday to actually run through your routine, when its most
convenient for you. You can also change the Sessions date at
any time as you start to get your cashflow more tuned in.
They’re just approximate dates for ideal efficiency.
So, once you’ve determined your two “best” Session
dates, set those dates on each Session Date
dropdown, found either on the Green Income & Deposit
Worksheet or Blue Tracking Worksheet. These dates are
for reference and do not effect the application in any way.
Once done, go to your Budget Worksheet, and choose
the Session that each of these expenses should be
managed on. This will make each expense show up in
the appropriate Session on your Fixed Blue Expense
Worksheet
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My Budget and Session schedule are in place, now what?
Now it’s time to review your semi-monthly money management tasks.
Remember your objective is to take
identical steps, in the same sequence, at
each Session. Also remember that each
Session sets you up financially until the next
Session, so there is little to do in between,
except to collect any income and expenses that
may have physically accumulated during that
time, and hold them in a common spot, or pay
the occasional expense that may fall outside
your Session date.
Note that if you’re paid by auto-deposit,
to make that auto-deposit account your Blue
bank account. This is your primary and most
important account. Note that since each
Session sets you up financially until your next
Session, any auto-deposits that are deposited
before your Session date, just sit there,
untouched and unneeded until your next
Session, when you “account” for it and process
the funds as you normally would, by leaving
your precalculated average deposit in the Blue
account, and moving out other funds to your
other accounts per your Budget Worksheet.
Overview of your Session Worksheets:
1. Your two most active worksheets will be
your Income & Deposit Worksheet and
the Fixed Blue Expenses Worksheet.
The Miscellaneous Gold Worksheet is
used only when a withdrawal is made.
2. Note that each of your three
Worksheets display an entire years
cashflow, divided vertically by the 12
months of the year, then divided in half
horizontally, representing your 1st and
2nd Sessions of each month.
3. Note that two Sessons is a complete
monthly cycle that is totaled at the very
bottom.
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INCOME & DEPOSITS
FIXED BLUE EXPENSES
4. Note that each row is calculated horizontally,
WORKSHEET
WORKSHEET
and totaled (TOT/YR) on the right hand
side. These totals are then further
calculated to determine your “average”
figures shown in the next column. These
averaged figures are continually calculated
though the year with every entry (called a
“running average”), determining your
“actual” average figures, that are then
shown right next to your “estimated”
average figures (BUDGET) that are carried
over from your Budget Worksheet, for easy
comparison.
5. Note on the Income & Deposit Worksheet,
that Session 1 and Session 2 module and
tasks are identical, where the “average” calculation and column on the right is then labeled SemiMonthly Average (S-MO/AV). These two Session modules are then totaled below to give a full months
summary.
6. Note by contrast, after you’ve set your
budget up, that the Session 1 and 2
modules on the Fixed Blue Expenses
Worksheet are not identical. Each will
hold a different grouping of expenses
to be looked after for each Session. So,
while you’re supplying your bank
accounts on a steady semi-monthly
basis, making two, fixed “average”
(same) deposits, that will cover your
total monthly expenses, you’re actually
paying “in full” certain expenses at each
Session. So the “average” column here
on the right for each expense is
accurately labeled Monthly Average
(MO/AV) because they are not being
split in half). Regardless, these two Modules are totaled again at the bottom to give a full months
summary.
7. Note too, on the Fixed Blue Expense Worksheet, that one Session will have a larger payout then
another, even though you’re making the very same deposit payment each Session. So, when starting
your MoneySlinger Session schedule, you want to start on the Session date that has the lesser
payout; that is less than your deposit, so a balance is left in the bank account, that makes up for the
greater payout the next Session. Now you can begin to see how dedicated bank accounts work to your
favor. From this point forward, it pretty much manages itself, and your off and running.
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MISCELLANEOUS GOLD SAVINGS WORKSHEET

8. Note the Miscellaneous Gold Savings Worksheet is NOT broken into 2 Sessions. This
Worksheet is only used as needed. The bank account this Worksheet is associated with is for
shorter/longer term savings such as vactions and other things seen above. Its bank account can be
either a regular checking or a savings account (if there interest to be had).
9. Note the far left column (PREV BAL). These figures were the gold balance figures (BALANCE) seen
in the far right column at the end of the previous year. When you copy/save your current budget in
December to start again the following year, the actual ending date BALANCE figures are copied over to
the left column, and last years monthly tracking (in the center) is automatically cleared, and you’re set to
go for the next year. Note these figues on the far left are fully editable as well. You are free to adjust
them all here if need be to any line item, so you can also match your actual bank account balance to this
Worksheet. This is not a rigid system where we are “officially” balancing your bank accounts to the penny.
MoneySlinger is very flexible. What’s critical is your balance, so you know you’re not overspending
10. Note the 2nd and 3rd column (TOTAL
SINGLE SESSION - INCOME & DEPOSITS WORKSHEET
DEPOSITS TO DATE) are the accumulating total
amounts from both Sessions from your Income &
Deposits Worksheet along with their item names,
seen on the right.
11. Note the Surplus Income line item above
near the bottom of the list. Note the
Balance/Surplus Income line item to the right too,
on your Income & Deposits Worksheet. Any
unallocated income (surplus) not moved to other
budgeted line items during your Sessions, automatically gets put into this Surplus Income. It has to go
somewhere, and its just as spendable and moveable as any other line item.
12. Note there is no averaging to be done on this Worksheet. It is strictly use-as-needed, as no
benefit would come from determining an average for these seldom used items. We simply have Total
Withdrawn (TOT/WD) for this year, near far right, subtracted from your Total Deposits on the left (that
includees PREV/BAL + TOTAL DEPOSITS TO DATE) , that leave you with your new balance to date
(BALANCE) on the far right, that gives you your final Total Gold Balance in the account at the bottom right
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I’m ready to go, what are my tasks each Session?
Now that you’re a bit more familair with the Tracking Worksheets,
let’s review the routine tasks you’ll perform each Session.

STEP 1 of 4: Determine Your Income & Deposits
ESTIMATED TIME: 1-2 minutes
1. On the Deposit & Income Worksheet, enter
your income figures in the appropriate
Session (as seen here for April). Enter the
full amounts with the loose change too.
MoneySlinger will average each entry that
has loose change to a whole figure, for easy
viewing, and then will calculate your total
income in the green row below.
2. Next, enter your budgeted deposit figures
for Blue, Red and Gold accounts.
3. At this point, you will see in the
Balance/Surplus Income toward the bottom,
if you have extra income or not enough
income to meet your normal budget figures
for this Session.
5. If you have extra income, you can leave it
as is and this Surplus amount will be added
to the Surplus Income line item in your Gold
Savings Worksheet, or you can increase/redistribute this extra income to any of your Red or Gold
deposits, by simply changing your deposit figures until you show a “0” Surplus Income figure.
6. If you’re short on income, you will need to reduce certain budgeted figures. The Red account is your
first option as that is your flexible/discretionary account. This will keep you on budget for all your
budgeted items. Reduce your Red deposit until you get to a “0” Surplus figure. If this Red figure is then
not enough to make it through financially until the next scheduled Session, then enter a Red figure
you’ll need at minumum to get by until your next Session, and then, begin to reduce your Gold Savings
deposits as you see fit, until you balance your Surplus figure to “0”.
7 Note the Blue deposit figure is not to be tampered with: it is your must-have money! If you need
to do so temporarily, you will need to make up the difference quickly if you are to work comfortably and
easily with averages.

STEP 2 of 4: Make Your Deposits
ESTIMATED TIME: 2-3 minutes
1. Your 3 deposit figures are now self evident for this Session. Take the necessary action now to initiate
those deposits.
2. If you have checks in hand, make out your 3 deposit slips per the figures shown on your Worksheet,
and physically make those deposits when most convenient.
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3. If your income is auto-deposited (it should be into your Blue account), open up a second tab in
your browser and log into your bank account, then redistribute your income per your deposit figures
shown on your Worksheet, leaving the appropriate budgeted amount in your Blue account.

STEP 3 of 4: Pay & Track Your Fixed Blue Expenses
ESTIMATED TIME: 10-20 minutes
1. Pay each expense for the Session you’re in,
either with bill in hand and/or online.
2. On your Fixed Blue Expense Worksheet,
log these payment figures (with the loose
change if any) into the appropriate cells.
MoneySlinger will again round and show
the nearest whole number for easy viewing.
Click on the cell again to edit/view the full
figure. Note you can right click (or Control
click) on any cell to add a note to any cell.
3. Note the Blue Worksheet on the right shows
that many smaller expenses have been set
up as autopay using a credit card. They can
just as well be setup as autopay individually
directly from your Blue bank account.
We do this with a credit card here so we
only need to be concerned with managing
one payment, with one due date.
AND...we’re also safely using “the system”
to our advantage to get free points on that
credit card as well, without risk, because we
not only have the money budgeted, but
every month we virtually “pay them” in
advance, by simply making our deposit to a
dedicated account, where it sits separately
from our everyday flexible/discretionary
money. See how that works?
You’ll find you’ll get very confident once you
get your cashflow organized by averaging
and using dedicated bank accounts, and
find you’ll start using “the system” to your favor in these types of ways, increasing your credit score and
getting better rates on mortgages, car loans...etc...without a single interest payment.
4. Note here too, that even though we’re making one single payment on a credit card, we need/want to
track the payment amount for each item separately. So pull these figures right off the credit card
statement and enter them into your Blue Tracking Worksheet. If no paper statement, simply open
another browser tab, log into your credit card account, and retrieve these amounts online.
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STEP 4 of 4:
Track Your Miscellaneous Gold Withdrawals
ESTIMATED TIME: 0-? minutes
1. Log your withdrawels if any...this task is required only as needed.
2. If this bank account is a actual “checking” account and not a “savings account” (it can be either)
where you’ve written a check directly against this account for a purchase, log that purchase amount as
you normally would for any expense for the Blue account.
If you used a credit card and want to pay that amount off during a Session, write a check, and log it
here as you normally would for any expense for the Blue account.
3. If this bank account is an actual “savings” account, and say you spent $300 on clothes from
your Red account during the last week (or used a credit card), and you want to repay yourself that
$300 back, into the Red account, or to pay back the credit card when it comes due from that Red
account, simply log into your bank, into your Miscellaneous Gold savings account, and move that $300
to the Red bank account. It’s now repaid, or ready to pay toward the credit card when it become due.
4. Note that as you get used to this routine, you will be identifying shortcuts, meaning, if you’re already
making a normal semi-monthly deposit to the Gold account for your regular Session, why not just hold
back the $300 from my Gold deposit and put it directly into my Red account....which you can easily
calculate right inside your master calcuation on your Income & Deposit Worksheet, but it’s too early now
for you to start thinking about short cuts.
.
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